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Sri Sathya Sai Trust for Universal Welfare (SSSTFUW) is a
Public charitable trust headquartered in Hyderabad, Telangana,
India. 

Founded drawing inspiration from Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai
Baba, with a clear vision to Serve the Needy and Create
Livelihood, the Trust enterprises in the fields of Health,
education, Hunger Alleviation and other permanent and
sustainable service projects.

SSSTFUW includes like-minded individuals in partnership with
enabled individual and corporates for the betterment of the
society.

ABOUT THE TRUST
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THUS SPAKE THE LORD
 
Today, thousands of people have gathered here. What has
brought them together here? Love is the main cause. Without
love, few of you would have come from such distant places
(cheers). How does this love express itself? It is a process of
give and take. You have to receive God's love, and you have to
offer your love. But both are one and the same love. God's
love is reflected in your bodies. That is the meaning of the
Gita declaration: "A fragment of Mine is present in everyone
in the cosmos."

- Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba
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Dear Patron,

We are indebted to you for your love and selflessness made
possible, with Bhagawan Baba's Grace, the in-time auspicious
inauguration of the OPD Block of the glorious humanitarian
project of Sri Sathya Sai Divyaamritam, that would not only
provide free-of-cost comprehensive cancer treatment but also
house a kidney dialysis center with zero cost to the patients! 

As is Baba's Style of accelerating and scaling His Projects, before
even the OPD block got inaugurated, Swami conducted the
Bhoomi Pooja of the Doctors and Staff residence.

Dear Patron, I feel assured, after the 97th Birthday Celebrations
of Bhagawan Baba, that we are all being treated to a divine 
 adventurous ride and it is time for us to buckle our belts and
enjoy the journey! Let's travel together in this divine journey of
serving the needy!

With Love,
Dr. Kalyan Sarvepalli
Secretary and Trustee

A NOTE FROM
THE SECRETARY
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It is a great moment in the history free healthcare, especially in the
field of oncology.

The landmark event of the grand inauguration of the OPD Block of
Sri Sathya Sai Divyaamritam, a free-of-cost comprehensive cancer
treatment facility at Sri Sai Palle near Thatipudi reservoir close to
Visakhapatnam, took place on 23rd November 2022 as declared
one year back by Swami.

We sincerely thank you for your continuous support and
encouargement. With this, we are sure, the needy will be highly
benefitted!

WATERSHED MOMENT!

OPD BLOCK
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As the OPD Block of the free-of-cost comprehensive cancer
facility has been inaugurated on November 23rd 2022, we
here would like to share you, our dear patron, the
architecture of the entire faciliity that would soon come up.
This world-class facility will also house free-of-cost kidney
dialysis center.

DIVINE ARCHITECTURE
OF

SRI SATHYA SAI DIVYAAMRITAM
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Bhagawan Baba always says, "The reward of good work is more
good work!"

During the 97th Birthday Celebrations, as the OPD Block was
getting inaugurated, Swami, one day before, performed the
Bhoomi Pooja of  "Sri Sathya Sai Divya Dhyaanam" - Doctors' and
Staff Quarters.

He not only stopped at that, He also announced that the upcoming
Sankaranti festival would see the Bhoomi Pooja of the next cancer
hospital! Glorious times are ahead; prosperous times are ahead!

STEPPING THE PEDAL!
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BHAGAWAN SRI SATHYA SAI BABA's

JAYANTHI
MAHOTSAVAM
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The 97th Birthday Celebrations of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba
began, on November 18th, with the auspicious Sathya Narayana
Swami vratham and the traditional Rathotsavam. The beautiful
ratham (chariot), carrying the Divine Altar of Bhagawan Baba,
was taken in a procession in Sri Sai Palle. The day's proceedings
also had divine bhajans sung. The morning's programme concluded
with Divya Prasadam (lunch) served to all the devotees gathered
to celebrate the Lord's Birthday.

SATHYA NARAYANA VRATHAM
&

RATHOTSAVAM
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The first rays of the morning sun seemed to kiss the divine land of Sri
Sathya Sai Divyaamritam at Sri Sai Palle. With the 97th Birthday of
Bhagawan just a day away, the place was abuzz with activity.

Ganapathi Homam, Dhanvanthari
Homam and Mandala Pooja

The day started with the auspicious
Ganapathi homam. Lord Ganesha, in the
form of a beautiful wooden vigraham,
brought joy to the devotees. This was
followed by Dhanvantari homam. Lord
Dhanvantari, the divine doctor of
Vaikunta, was paid obeisances in the
form of the homam to help restore health
for all patients visiting Sri Sathya Sai
Divyaamritam (cancer hospital).

Post these two homams, a mandala
abhishekam was performed to Lord
Lakshmi Narasimha at the recently
inaugurated Prahalada Varada Lakshmi
Narasimha Swamy temple in the
precincts of Sri Sathya Sai Divyaamritam.
The Mandala Pooja has been performed
for 41 days at this Holy Narasimha
Kshetram of Prahalada Varada Lakshmi
Narasimha Swamy temple.
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The proceedings on 22nd November, the eve of the holy 97th
Birthday swiftly shifted gears after the auspicious Ganapathi and
Dhanvanthari homams. 

Veda Vidwan Mahasabha

Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba out of His infinite Love and
compassion for humanity, willed to continue to shower His
Benedictions of the Highest Grace by replaying His Story of yester-
times amidst the beautiful salubrious picturesque lands adorned by
lush green meadows and pastures across the Thatipudi reservoir in its
Divine form-SRI SATHYASAI DIVYAAMRITAM - a Unit of Sri Sathya
Sai Trust for Universal Welfare.

By Swami's Grace, the people who were chosen to be at this Holy
Abode on November 23, 2021 for the Bhoomi Puja and again on the
occasion of Guru Pournima in July 2022 were pleasantly surprised, as
well as those who visited now for the first time were awestruck, at
the progress made. This Divya Bhoomi which now is designed to be a
unique charitable Healing Center prepared itself to shower the Divine
nectar in every possible way.
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Amidst Veda mantras and chanting led by His children, Swami
stepped into the Sai Chaitanya hall that hosted the Veda Purusha
Saptaha Jnana Yajnam earlier during the Dasara celebrations. The
hall was ideally customised with traditional alamkaaram (decoration)
to match the occasion that instantly took the luminaries invited to a
blissful state. These include veterans from various renowned missions,
who have been selflessly serving the region.
These included several eminent spiritual leaders like Sri TL
Narasimharao, Yoga Consciousness Trust, Visinagiri, Swami
SwaSamvedyananda of Sri Rama Krishna Mission, Sri Satyadev Guru,
follower at His Master’s EK Foundation, Mataji Tyagamayananda
Bharati from Sadhu Mahatma Ashram, Swami Vasudevananda ji from
Bengaluru, Master UAVN Raju from Jagadguru Peetham,
Vizianagaram; Swami Raghuveerananda from Chinmaya 
Mission, Ukku Nagaram, Visakhapatnam spearheaded by 
the Veda Maatha itself.

The premises of Sri Sathya Sai Divyaamritam was prepared to
welcome great spiritual minds and monks of various orders across
exemplary spiritual organizations to the Veda Vidwan Mahasabha.
The Veda Vidwan Mahasabha was started by Swami on April 1, 1963
at Rajahmundry on the Sri Rama Navami day. Veda Samrakshana
and Vidwat Poshana continue to occupy an important position in the
objectives of His Avatarhood that descended for facilitating the
Ascent of Man more than Nine decades ago.
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1. Yogi Narasimharao urged upon seekers to engage themselves in
meritorious actions that earn them Punyam. He also urged the need to
earn Anubhava Jnanam that would enable them to sail through
difficult situations and challenging times in Life. He took the
opportunity to highlight the 5 mothers that one should adore to
adhere to Dharma - viz.,Veda Maatha, Bhoo Matha; Desha Maatha,
Ganga Maatha and Go Maatha

2. Swami SwaSamvedyananda of Sri Ramakrishna Mission prescribed
that one should tie up oneself in Nishkama Karma emphasising that
service offered bereft of love is useless. He also made everyone
aware that identifying oneself with the body claiming doership does
not result in any individual transformation. It is in one’s own interest
that one follows the Niyama of Ishwara Pranidhaanam, the inner
voice or the conscience.

3. Sri Satyadev shared his experiences with Swami at Puttaparthi and
likened his experience at the Abode to the one at Prashanti Nilayam.
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4. Amma as she is fondly addressed, Maata Tyagamayananda Bharati
instanlty got connected to Swami and recalled an experience with
Swami. Recalling His words at Vyaasasramam she recalled Him having
said to her “Mee Vooru vadalte gaani Maro Vooru Cheralevu” (You
cannot reach another town unless you leave your town). She said she
was reminded of and could recall the long forgotten message and
understand the message implied by HIM then as soon as she sat in the
Chaitanya Hall when instantly she had His Darshan in the present body!
Her joy knew no bounds and went on expressing the discovery of the
meaning of the Mantra she received from Swami decades ago.

5. Another scholar took the opportunity to describe the Panchakshari
Mantra ‘Om Namah Sivayaha’ and emphasised the need to sacrifice
saying that neither actions nor people can confer immortality.

6. Master UAVN Raju described how his encounter with Swami in the
current phenomenon helped him identify Swami instantly.



9. Our beloved Swami in His inimitable Loving way enlightened
everyone that like the Gomaatha whose udders are full frantically
waiting to feed the calves, He is also eagerly waiting for His children to
seize the opportunity to acquaint themselves with the Atma Jnana.

Swami told that the essence of Santhana Dharma has not been
understood properly and has been misinterpreted by relating to
religion. Sanathana Dharma indeed has no bearing with any religion.He
said Veda Samrakshana and vidwat poshana continue to be 
one of the major lakshyaas of His descent in the ongoing 
Avatarhood. 
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7. Swami Vasudevananda underlined that salvation is possible only by
Loving all and serving All as advocated by Swami. Highlighting the
essence of 18 Puranas, he urged everyone present to 'Help ever and
hurt never'. This way, he said, one could start experiencing God in all.

8. Swami Raghuveerananda of Chinamaya Mission from Ukkunagaram
spoke about the need to adopt Para, pashyanti and Madhyama types of
speeches according to the situation and also highlighted the benefit of
chanting Lalita Sahasranama.



As the evening approached, the local area's MLC, MLA, the District
Collector, and the RDO local Panchayat administrators all trickled in
one by one for the Bhoomi Pooja which would be graced by the
presence of Honourable Minister of Education of Andhra Pradesh, Sri
Botcha Satyanarayana. The Hon. Minister of Education of Andhra
Pradesh arrived and did not leave a minute of his time under-utilised,
for he scented the Divine presence in abundance. With great respect
for the selfless cause of free treatment of Cancer patients he looked
in all directions admiring the progress of the divine project. These
massive projects, that are an offshoot of Swami's Love, 
would have been undreamt of by the people in the region. 21

After  a sumptuous lunch prasadam after the Veda Vidwan
Mahasabha, the residents of Sri Sai Palle and other surrounding
villages did not budge for they were waiting for the next glorious
programme - Bhoomi puja of the Staff Quarters, blessed to be
constructed for all the chosen ones that would be serving at the
Divine hospital. 

Bhoomi Pooja of the Staff Quarters
by Hon. Min. of Education



In His own loving words, Swami appreciated the Hon. Minister and all
the dignitaries for giving their time to the cause and reiterated that all
services in the hospital will be provided absolutely at no cost to the
patients irrespective of their caste, creed, religion or place. Swami
also said that the services, which would be rendered with 
Love, are sure to fully cure the patients
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The Hon. Minister was then ushered into the place where the proposed
Staff Quarters will be built. He took keen interest in understanding all
details and performed the Bhoomi Pooja. In the meeting held
thereafter, the Hon. Minister thanked Swami for bringing a Charitable
Cancer hospital which is the need of the hour for the people in the
region and promised all administrative support to the noble cause. The
local MLA, MLC and the District Collector also offered their obeisances
to the Divine Master and pledged their wholehearted support to the
noble cause of providing cancer treatment at zero cost to the patients.
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The glorious 97th Birthday arrived. Devotees were waiting for this
most blissful occasion to celebrate their Divine Mother's Birthday. The
Lord's beautifully decorated Car arrived in swiftly at Sri Sathya Sai
Divyaamritam premises. Swami blessed all with an initial glimpse to His
Children as devotees had arrived from all corners of the country as
well as from abroad, from Far East and West with the hope of
experiencing His Love that they feel they had missed out in their
earlier part of life. These are the ones who seemed to have cursed
themselves for having not been to Puttaparthi in those years when
Swami moved amidst everyone, in less than 3 ft distance from the
devotees, doling out beautiful enchanting darshans for all with His
Majestic grandeur.

23rd November Morning (Birthday)
Proceedings & 

Inauguration of OPD Block
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The Devotees who eagerly awaited His arrival were jubilant on
hearing that their Master would take an aerial route to give His
Darshan to all devotees. Suddenly the sacred land adorned perfect
silence. The weather, breeze, light all were in unison with each other.
The decoration too was absolutely a treat to the eyes. Swami then
went to the Helipad outside Sri Sai Palle to fly in the helicopter across
the sky above the Divine land of Sri Sai Palle. He profusely blessed
the devotees who were standing below and waving at Him. Of
course, our age never interferes with the fact that we are His young
children forever! Swami lovingly blessed many with the most
opportune photo session once the helicopter landed. It was
interesting to see that even the pilot and the staff involved took turns
eagerly to take pictures with their Lord that their next generations
could boast of!
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Swami's Convoy of cars returned to the hospital site where the OPD
block inauguration was to take place. The Avatar of the Age was
welcomed with Poornakumbham by His devotees and with local
people dancing and singing to their hearts' content. Indeed, their
innocence and love for the Lord was admirable. Sri Sathya Sai
Divyaamritam, a boon granted by Sai Maatha (the Veda Maatha) to
be a Divya Bhoomi (the Bhoomatha) is now designed to be a Healing
Center in the lap of the Desha Maatha with Thatipudi reservoir
providing the life sustaining resource across its location as the Ganga
Maatha and accommodating in its bossom the Gomaatha, prepared
itself to shower the Divine nectar in every possible way on the 97th
Jayanti Mahotsavam of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba varu. The
Lord had already willed by then that He would offer the Poornaahuti
into the Ganesha Homam and the Dhanwantari Homam that
commenced the previous day. Offering Poornaahuti meant
transporting all the offerings to the intended Gods through the Fire
God as stipulated in the Vedic procedure.
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Bhagawan immediately proceeded, after the Poornahuti, to the OPD
Block, where He was received with garlands and flower showerings.
Vedam was being chanted all the while in parallel. There were a set
of devotees from the farther lands who showered praises on the Lord
through heart-touching bhajans and tears of joy. Indeed, two eyes
were not enough for one to enjoy the Glory of the Lord's Birthday
Celebrations. Love was raining and flowing all around. As the Lord
reached the steps of the OPD block, He was welcomed by guests and
devotees, who prayed to Him to inaugurate the grand humanitarian
project of free-of-cost comprehensive cancer treatment facility - Sri
Sathya Sai Divyaamritam!
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The blessed moment arrived. Managala Vadhyam got divinely intense
amidst claps and smiles of devotees when the Lord conducted the
inauguration at the most auspicious time! Indeed, this is an auspicious
occasion for humanity for the hospital will be a succour-providing
mother's lap for all cancer affected patients. The Lord declared that
everyone who comes here for treatment will go back hale and healthy
- such was His Divine Will! The Lord took a tour of the OPD Block's
structure and blessed everyone involved in this gigantic effort. The
whole area no soon was thronged by not just these residents of Sri
Sai Palle but from across surrounding towns and villages as far as
60km away. Doctors, para medical staff, devotees from various
places across the country and abroad thronged the holy Abode while
the plaque was unveiled and the OPD block was inaugurated in the
Divine Presence by Shri Raghuraj., the local MLC and his wife

Sri Sathya Sai Divyaamritam designed to house 100 beds for cancer
treatment and 30 beds for dialysis along with a research institute
absolutely at no cost to patients is a unique hospital of its kind
conceptualised by Swami at Sri Sai Palle for the people of the
backward tribal region that covers three districts of Visakhapatnam,
Vizianagaram and Srikakulam.
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The joy of the residents of the villages knew no bounds for they
would not have even dreamt of such a development in the region.
When Swami met them on the occasion of Sri Ramanavami earlier in
the year, they couldn’t believe their ears. Why should anybody come
and talk about taking care of their Aarogya- health, akshara-their
children's education, aahara-their hunger? The medical camps
conducted, the food distribution, the speedy development of the
project site, the construction of the beautiful temple and their hands
on involvement joining hands with their Selfless compassionate and
loving Master have brought them very close to the Supreme Lord.
Now with God by their side, they realised the impossible is possible!

It was now time for the Birthday Programme. The stage was filled
with dignitaries including the honourable MLC, the architects
involved, doctors etc. After lighting the lamp, Swami ascended the
Dias along with the Chief Guest and others. 'Swami's Squirrel (Ever At
Your Command, Swami', a book authored by Dr. Kalyan Sarvepalli
was launched by the Chief Guest. 
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Shri Raghuraju, MLC spoke at ease for none in the congregation was
a stranger to him and every inch of the locality has been familiar to
him since his childhood. He relished every word that he uttered with
full of Love and gratitude for the Master and sought His Blessings for
the people of the region for all times to come. He also assured his total
support for all the selfless work going on for the gigantic projects and
thanked Swami for choosing the region for establishing SSSDA and
offered his full support. He also applauded the pace at which the Holy
Abode was prepared for the inauguration of the OPD Block within
such a short time. 

The session wore a further delightful look when the Ex Member of
Parliament Smt Botsa Jhansi Lakshmi, fondly addressed by one and all
in the region as Amma (mother) joined the proceedings. She
addressed the gathering by offering her gratitude to Swami. She said
that she experienced something very divine as she entered the
project site and thanked Swami for giving her an opportunity. Every
syllable that she spoke was uttered with purity straight from heart
and was aimed at seeking the welfare of the people of the region.
She also offered prayers to Swami for the all round progress of the
Nation and Universal welfare.
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Swami then addressed all those present as embodiments of Divine
Atma and expressed that His Heart was full with Love amidst the
children. He thrilled everyone by saying that the day indeed was their
birthday and not His. He also enlightened to everyone’s amazement
that indeed every day is a birthday for everyone and that everyone
should strive to do something good everyday worth recalling. Saying
“Good days are yours when you treat others as God”, Swami at the
end went on to say “What we offer to God is ephemeral, What He
gifts to us is eternal”. He concluded His Divine Discourse urging upon
everyone to share Love, work unitedly and live in Harmony.

The Lord gave a proximate Darshan to all the many hundreds of
devotees seated in the Birthday Celebrations Hall. While interacting
with all with a few words, He blessed everyone with chocolates to
celebrate the Divine occasion. The Lord also distributed gulab
jamoons to devotees on His Way out, after the Mangala Arathi, at the
end of the morning's proceedings. Everyone was then treated to a
large menu of delicious Divya Prasadam bringing the morning session
to an end!
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The wondrous morning proceedings of Bhagawan Baba's Birthday
including the glorious inauguration of the OPD Block of Sri Sathya Sai
Divyaamritam, the free-of-cost cancer facility, kept everyone in bliss.
It was time for the evening session where Swami Vasudevananda
enthralled the audience with a humour-filled talk that distributed
spiritual treasure, by the topic 'Key to Liberation'. The cheerful
session was then succeeded by a musical programme by Smt.
Madhavi Krishna and team. The All India Radio artist, who also
performs often at the Tirumala Tirupati Devasthanams sang songs like
Bhagawan Puttina Pandiga, Jagamele Paramatma Sai Janma Janma
bandham ide Sai, Madhura Mohana Sundara Sai that touched
everyone's hearts.

23rd November Evening (Birthday)
Proceeding
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The audience were in for a treat when His
Holiness Sri Saravana Chaitanya Swamiji joined
the evening. He extolled Swami through
mellifluous bhajans and songs. Explaining how
His Holiness Swamiji was a devotee of
Bhagawan Baba since PuttaParthi days, he
reminded everyone about how fortunate we are
to be at Bhagawan's Lotus Feet on this most
important occasion of the 97th Birthday
Celebrations.

Swami, in His Divine Discourse for the
evening, drove home the message
that along with "Follow Me (i.e.
following Swami)", one must also
wholeheartedly consider everyone as
their family. Thus, following Swami's
example and considering everyone as
one among our family will lead one to
the great spiritual heights.
Swami cut the various cakes placed
for His Birthday Celebrations, which
was followed by mangala arathi. It
was mixed emotions for all as they
headed for Divya Prasadam. It was a
glorious day in history of the Avatar
while it was also the last session of the 

 Birthday celebrations. Devotees, who came for Swami's Birthday
celebrations, were emotional that they will have to take the leave their
Divine Mother, albeit temporarily, as the elaborate grand celebrations
came to an end! The hearts prayed for one more opportunity 
in the Divine Presence!
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BLOOD DONATION DRIVE

Sri Sathya Sai Trust For Universal Welfare organized, on 19th
November 2022, a blood donation drive as a part of the grand 97th
Jayanthi Mahotsavam of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba, at Sri
Vivekananda junior college in S. Kota mandal in Vizianagaram. The
youth turned up in large numbers to support the blood donation drive!
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Sai Swayampaka Seva is an initiative to support needy families
and motivate them to seek improved livelihood. Under this
initiative, the trust supports them with monthly groceries to
enable them to cook good quality food as per their convenience
and desired quantity. This makes the needy families overcome
the need to reach out daily for food, and instead helps them
plan a livelihood now that they are assured of food grains for a
month.

This month, 22 needy families across various areas in
Visakhapatnam and Hyderabad benefitted from the seva. The
beneficiaries include families whose breadwinners are unable
to make ends meet, or where the children are physically
challenged, or those of some migrated labourers with no ration
cards or access to government aid, and of those whose family
elders have medical problems, or of needy single parents etc.

SAI SWAYAM PAKAM
DRY RATIONS FOR NEEDY
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Sri Sathya Sai Trust For Universal Welfare has been led by the
twin values of "Serve The Needy" and "Create Livelihood". The
service activities thus always not only ensure to help alleviate the
suffering of the needy in the short term but also provide a
stepping stone that would help bring in a long term benefit.

In its constant endeavour to thus help women to eke out a
livelihood, the trust recently performed a women empowerment
led 'Sewing Machines Drive' where 9 women in various needy
families were provided with sewing machines to support
themselves and their families.

The team conducted due diligence while reaching out to the
beneficiaries. The beneficiaries include single mothers with
dependent children, needy families unable to make ends meet,
needy families where the male members were unable to earn etc.
We believe this drive would help these families towards a better
future.

SEWING MACHINES FOR WOMEN
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
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As a part of the holy celebrations of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai
Baba 's 97th Birthday, Sri Sathya Sai Trust For Universal Welfare
will be reaching out to 50 Divyangs, over the coming days, with
equipment (wheelchair) that would help them become more self
reliant.
The distribution started on 18th November, the start of the
weeklong glorious celebrations of Bhagawan Baba's 97th
Birthday! As the best way to celebrate His Birthday would be to
follow the path of selfless service set by Him, we thank everyone
involved in supporting this noble cause!

ENABLING DIFFERENTLY-CHALLENGED



The divine atmosphere became fully charged with love and devotion
by the mellifluous bhajans and yearning calls to the Lord through His
thousands of Names. As the Global Akhanda Bhajans came to a
conclusion at 6PM, everyone was filled with gratitude to Swami for
giving the golden opportunity to be in His Divine Presence in the first
Global Akhanda Bhajans held at Sri Sai Chaitanyam Hall 
in the Sri Sathya Sai Divyaamritam premises. 37

Bhagawan Baba has often told that the main message driven by
Global Akhanda Bhajans is that one has to be in constant
contemplation on God during all three states - the waking, dream and
deep sleep.

GLOBAL AKHANDA BHAJANS
2022

With Bhagawan Baba's Grace, the Global Akhanda Bhajans was
conducted for 24 hours, from Saturday (Nov 12) 6PM to Sunday (Nov
13) 6PM, at the premises of the Sri Sathya Sai Divyaamritam - the
free-of-cost cancer treatment facility, at Sri Sai Palle near Thatipudi
reservoir close to Visakhapatnam.
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A couple of weeks before the inauguration of the OPD Block of the
free-of-cost cancer treatment hospital Sri Sathya Sai Divyaamritam, a
Mass Chanting of the most auspicious Sri Narasimha Mantra was
organized all day on November 9th from 10AM to 5PM in Sri Sathya
Sai Divyaamritam premises.

SAMUHIKA NARASIMHA MANTRA
JAPAM

Lord Narasimha, in the beautiful temple of Prahalada Varada Sri
Lakshmi Narasimha Swami temple that was recently inaugurated on
Vijayadasami day, adorned a special alankaram. Divya Prasadam
(lunch) was served to all.
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Bhagawan Baba, out of His Love for the rural populace that do not
have a regular access to drinking water, inaugurated a RO Plant in
the village of Ganivada in L.Kota mandal, under the umbrella of Sri
Sathya Sai Divya Jalam.

RO PLANT INAUGURATION

With this inauguration that happened during the 97th Birthday
Celebrations of Bhagawan Baba, the villagers will be able to get daily
access to free-of-cost drinking water right at their village.

SRI SATHYA SAI DIVYA JALAM
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LOKA HITAM MAMA KARANEEYAM

It's our duty to do good to the world!

It's time we resolve and commit ourselves once
again to bring smiles and happiness 

in the lives of the needy



Mobile: +91 8143632270
Mail: info@ssstfuw.org

 
Follow us in our social media

handles - @ssstfuw

 
 
 

And spread the Divine news!

IF YOU WISH TO 

GET INVOLVED

We will be happy to have your support and participation!
 
Account Name: SRI SATHYA SAI TRUST FOR UNIVERSAL
WELFARE
Account Number:- 40458034101
IFSC Code:- SBIN0021458 
MICR Code:- 500002470
Bank & Branch:- State Bank of India, Sairamnagar Colony,
Karmanghat - 500079
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https://www.facebook.com/ssstfuw/
https://www.instagram.com/ssstfuw/
https://www.twitter.com/ssstfuw/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ssstfuw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfMupggRgDHtMIsldGxn5pw


THANK YOU
 FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WE PRAY TO BHAGAWAN TO
SHOWER BLESSINGS ABUNDANTLY

ON YOU AND YOUR FAMILY!
 

SAMASTHA LOKAH SUKHINO BHAVANTHU
 

STAY SAFE | STAY BLESSED


